
MOTION SENSOR ENOCEAN
Motion Sensor

REF : NO-PIR-2-1-01

EAN : 3700313921395

EXISTE EN : BLANCO

DESCRIPCIÓN :

DETECT A MOVEMENT IN YOUR HOME, WHETHER YOU ARE PRESENT OR NOT

Compatible with the EnOcean® global protocol for home and connected building, this EnOcean® Motion Sensor will

automatically detect any movement. With its versatile mounting options, place it wherever you want in your home (on a

table, wall or ceiling) and customize its settings according to the light environment to fully enjoy its use. It's the ideal product

to save energy and keep your home safe when you're away!

With my motion detector, I can for example:

Configure my detector to trigger my alarm system and be informed of any movement.

Start a scenario for my morning routine: turn on the lights in the bathroom.

Automatically turn off lights when I'm not in a room to save energy.

Set up my detector to turn on the light as soon as someone goes into the lobby

PUNTOS FUERTES :

BATTERY LIFE: Thanks to an innovative battery management system, the Motion Detector offers a battery life of 5

years.

WIRELESS: The NodOn® Motion Detector is also wireless. It takes advantage of the flexibility of a wireless system,

without battery and maintenance.

HIGH SENSITIVITY: Its high sensitivity makes it possible to detect all the movements and assures you a powerful

management of your lighting system.



MULTIPLE MOUNTING POSSIBILITIES: With its easy-to-install bracket, the Motion Detector can be placed in multiple

locations: on a table, wall or ceiling

CARACTERÍSTICAS :

Power supply: Battery CR123A 3V

5 years battery lifetime

Indoor use

Wall mounting: adhesive bounding (included), fastening hooks (included)

Wireless range: Up to 30 meters

Detection range: Up to 5 meters

Lux sensing: 0 to 1000 Lux

EnOcean® radio protocol : 868.4MHz - EEP: A5-07-03

Dimensions: 65*65*39mm


